Overnight Sleep Technicians - Experienced (Casual)
An opportunity to be a part of a specialised team that is currently undergoing expansion. CLM Sleep is an
Adelaide based company providing sleep apnoea consulting and studies across its outlets in SA, QLD, WA & NT;
in addition to providing sleep technicians to facilitate client sites. The company is now offering sleep technician
roles on a casual basis and we are looking for an enthusiastic, hard-working and committed person who is keen
and ready to grow with us. The company provides a career path and possibility of ongoing Part Time/Full Time
work to the right candidate.
The key role and responsibilities for the position includes:
-

Performing sleep study set ups and overnight studies on patients in lab as and where assigned by
CLM, within reasonable travel distance

-

Educate patients on sleep disorders & treatments, performing overnight computerized sleep
monitoring of patients and CPAP titration overnight at client site

-

Ensure work is performed in accordance to the standards and processes as set out by CLM, and to
abide by the lab policy governing all staff while on client premises

The potential candidate should ideally possess:
-

A background or studies in medical/life sciences, would be preferred with at least 1 year of work
experience in a similar capacity

-

Excellent communication skills with the ability to engage with customers and patients while
maintaining a high level of professionalism and being respectful towards others

-

Efficient and effective organization and time management skills with advanced computer literacy

-

A positive approach and mindset, with an ability to work independently and/or in a team

-

Self-starter and problem solver with an attention to detail

-

Must be available to work night shifts (overnight at lab)

We are seeking experienced sleep technicians, with further training in BRPT provided to the right candidate
who are on a Part Time/Full Time path as part of their career advancement. Successful candidates will be paid
a rate to commensurate with the role and skills along with all applicable casual and shift loadings.
To apply or for further enquiries, kindly submit your cover letter and resume to: hrsupport@clmsleep.com
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